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Numerical calculations of fully three-dimensional convection in constant viscosity, compressible
spherical shells •re interpreted in terms of possible convective motions in the mantles of Venus
mad Mars. The shells are heated both internally and from below to account for radiogenic
heating, secular cooling, and heat flow from the core. The lower boundary of each of the shells
is isothermal and shear stress free, as appropriate to the interface between a mantle and a liquid
outer core. The upper boundary of each of the shells is rigid and isothermal, as appropriate to
the base of a thick immobile lithosphere. Calculations with shear stress-free upper boundaries

are also carried out to assessthe role of the rigid surfacecondition. The ratio of the inner radius
of each shell to its outer radius is in accordance with possible core sizes in both Venus and
Mars.

A calculation

is also carried

out for a Mars

model

with

a small

core to simulate

mantle

convection during early core formation. Different relative proportions of internal and bottom

heating are investigated,ranging from nearly completeheating from within to almost all heating
from below. The Rayleigh numbers of all the cases are approximately 100 times the critical
Rayleigh numbers for the onset of convection. Cylindrical plumes are the prominent form of
upwelling in the models independent of the surface boundary conditi6n so long as sufficient heat
derives from the core. Thus major volcanic centers on Mars, such as Tharsis and Elysium, and
the coronae and some equatorial highlands on Venus may be the surface expressions of cylindrical
mantle plumes. The form of the downwelling sheetsis significantly affected by the rigid boundary
in that the sheets are more irregular in their horizontal structure than when the top boundary
is shear stress free. In the mainly heated-from-within models, the downwelllng sheets are also
shorter and less temporally durable when the top boundary is rigid than when it is stress free.
Thus the free motion of plates on the Earth facilitates extensive durable convective currents that
drive the plates, while the stifferting of the lithospheres on Mars and Venus promotes a style of
convection that is not particularly effective in breaking the lithosphere into plates. In the rigid
top cases, the upper boundary layer surrounding the plumes appears to be interspersed with

downwelling currents emanating radially from the plumes' axes; these currents may establish
a stress field at the base of hotspot swells that could lead to radial fractures such as those on

Tharsis. Models with rigid upper boundaries have higher interior temperatures than do similar
models with shear-stress-freeupper boundaries. On this basis, Venus not only has a higher
surface temperature than Earth, but it would have a hotter mantle as well. Upwelling plumes

are more numerouswhen the outer boundaryis rigid (as comparedwith shearstressfree). Flows
dominated by a few stong plumes occur when the proportion of basal heating is large. Thus if the
Martian crustal dichotomy were caused by a convective system dominated by spherical haxwnonic
degree •[ -- 1, then the convection may have been driven strongly from below by a heating pulse
accompanying core formation or from the flow of heat from em early hot core. If a convective
mechanism is responsible for the crustal dichotomy, then the dichotomy is likely a very ancient
feature. However, the small core models we consider consistently produce a convective pattern
with a dominant g - 2 signature which does not correlate with the Martian crusted dichotomy; a
yet smaller core may be necessaryto yield the œ- I pattern. The small core convective pattern
does correlate with the geoid and topography signatures of Thatsis, which have strong œ= 2
components, and the model produces dynamic uplift comparable to the total topography of the

Tharsis rise. Models with larger cores (i.e., with the probable inner to outer radius ratio of
Mars' presentmantle) generate4 km of uncompensatedtopography,similar to estimatesof the
uncompensated Tharsis topography. Thus the Tharsis rise could have achieved its full height
early in the evolution of Mars by mantle plume dynamic uplift. At present, the uncompensated
portion of the Thatsis rise topography can be accounted for by dynamic uplift, obviating the
need for elastic support. The present compensated portion of the Thatsis topography could be
attributed to volcanic or magmatic crustal thickening or depletion of the underlying mantle.
Large core models appropriate to the present Mars produce too many plumes to account for

just two major volcm•_ic
centers(i.e., Thatsis and Elysium). Mm•xtleplume activity could be
focussedbeneath regionslike Thatsis if fracturing or thinning of the lithosphere in these regions
he•sfacilitated magma and heat transport across the lithosphere. A similar mechanism could be
responsiblefor clusteringof coronaeon Venus. There are no deep-seated,active, linear upwellings
in the Venus models that cotfid be associatedwith linear spreading centers in Aphrodite. If linear
spreading is actually occurring in Aphrodite, the phenomenonis probably a shallow passiveone,
similm- to mid-ocean ridges on ]Sarth.
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INTRODUCTION

shellofcompressible
fluidwithconstant
viscosity/•
andther-

malconductivity
k. Theacceleration
ofgravity• isradially
is the meansby which the terrestrialplanetstransferheat inwardandisdueto a centralgravityfieldofa homogeneous
of the mantle;• thereforevaries
fromtheirdeepinteriors
to thesurface
[e.g.,Schubert,
1979]. coreand the se!f-gravltation
with
radius
r
and
is
self-consistently
determined
together
Yet, until recently,the difficultyof modellingfully three•(r) in thehydrostatic,
dimensional
compressible
convection
in sphericalgeometry withthemantledensitydistribution
reference
state.The density
• andpressure
• in
hasprecludedthe possibilityof deducingthe style of these adiabatic,
the
basic
state
are
related
by
the
Murnaghan
equation
for
convectivemotions. With the adventof supercomputers,
It is generally agreed that subsolidusmantle convection

the adiabatic bulk modulus K0

that situationhaschanged,allowingfor the development
of
numericalanodeIsof large-scale
mantleconvection[Glatzma/er,1988;Baumgardner,
1988].Onemodel[G/atzmaier,
1988]has been validatedand appliedto convectionin the
Earth'smantle [Bercovic/et M., 1989a,b,c]. Model results where Ko and/(• are constants.
indicate that mantle convection in the Earth is characterThe dynamicstateis represented
by theperturbations
in
p•,entropy
s•, density
p•,andtemperature
T•. The
izedby cylindricalupwellingplumessurrounded
by descend- pressure
state is governed
by the anelasticequationsof
ingplanarsheetsmadthat thereareno activesheetlike
up- convective
wellings[Bercovici
et al., 1989b,
c]. The linearridgesystem mass, momentum and energy conservation
on Earth represents
a shallow,passiveupwellingdueto the
tearingof the platesby the pull of descending
slabs.More
v. (7,v_')=0
(2)
realisticmodelsof Earthwithplate-likerheo!ogical
behavior
are requiredto reproducethis characteristicof plate tectonics.

Venusand Mars differfrom Earth in ftmdamentalways
that might causeconvectionin theseplanetsto differfrom
mantle convectionin the Earth. From the viewpoint of
differencesthat the numericalmodel is capableof addressing, the most importmatis the absenceof plate tectonicson

-vp'+

'+

-

=o

= kV•(•+ T')+ __.a
'_e
+Q
(Os'v'ß•7s')

(3)

(4)

• is theconvective
velocity,
• istheunitvectorin the
Venus[Kau/aandPhillips,1981;Phillipset al., 1981]and where_v
Mars.VenusandMarsareone-plate
planets[Solomon,
1978; radialdirection,T(r) is the temperaturein the adiabaticrefSchubertet al., 1979] with rigid, inmaobilelithospheres.erencestate,_eis the rate of straintensor,cris the deviatoric

stress
tensor,
andQ is therateofinternal
•nergygeneration
per
unit
volume
(the
rate
of
internal
energy
generation
per
a rigid lid, makingthe vanishingof the velocityat the outer
constant).
Theenergyequasurfaceof themodelspherical
shellthe appropriate
roechina-unitmasse- Q/• is assumed
for heatingdueto viscous
dissipation,
as is
ical boundary condition for numerical simulations. The xno- tion accounts
Mantle convection in Venus and Mars thus occurs beneath

biletectonic
plates
onEarth
areanintegral
partoftheman-necessary
incompressible
convection.
Themomentum
equainertialforcesasis appropriate
to thehighly
tie convection
system,makingfreeslipor the vanishing
of tionneglects
the shear-stress
the appropriatemechmffcal
botmdarycondi- viscousmantlesof the terrestrialplanets. The solenoidal

tionattheouter
surface
ofthemodel
shell.Other
differences
nmss
flux•v• canbe expressed
in termsof poloidal
and

between
MarsontheonehandandEarthandVenus
onthe toroidal
functions
[Chandrasekhar,
1961;Glatzmaier,
1984,

other
include
therelatively
small
compression
oftheMar- 1988],
andit isconsistent
withthespherically
symmetric

andhomogeneous
(i.e., nonforced)
boundarycontimamantledue to its smallersizeand gravity.There are, viscosity
of course,still additionaldifferences
amongthe terrestrial ditionsto take the toroidal part equalto zero.
We apply shear-stress-free,
inapermeable,
madisothermal
planets,both knownand unknown,that may be important

inaltering
thestyles
ofmantle
convection
inthese
plmaets.
boundary
conditions
attheinner
radius
ofthespherical
shell
However,
wedeal
ouly
withthedifferences,
identified
above,asappropriate
totheinterface
between
a mmatle
anda liq-

thatcanbereadily
accounted
forin thenumerical
model. uidoutercore.Although,
theinferred
lackof magnetic
The objectivesof this paper, accordingly,
are to investi- fieldson Mars and Venusimply either a completelysolid

gatethestyle
ofmmxtle
convection
inplanets
withrigid
lids orcompletely
molten
core,
liquid
core
models
areconsistent
suchasVenusand Mars mad,by comparison
with resultsfor with thermalhistories[Stevensonet al., 1983;Schubertand

convection
withshear
stress-free
upper
surfaces,
todelineate
Spohn,
thisissue].
Moreover,
testsimulations
witha solid

the effectsof the rigid upper boundarycondition. We be- coredid not producesignificantdifferencesfrom the simula-

ginwitha briefdescription
ofthemodel,
theequations,
the tions
withthemolten
core.Thus
it istacitly
assumed
that

boundary
conditions,
madthemunerical
method.
Wethen Venus
andMarshavecores
thatarestillliquidat leastin

discuss
theresultsof themunerical
calculations
andtheir theirouterparts.The outerradiusof theshellis considimplications
forVenusmadMars.
eredto be the baseof the rigidlithosphere.
The bottom
of the lithosphereis a rheologicalboundarydeterminedby
the viscosityat which mantle rocks can readily flow on a
geologic
time scale. Since rock viscosityis mainly deterMODEL, NUMERICALAPPROACH,
mined by temperature, one may assumethat the base of
AND PARAMETER VALUES
the lithosphereoccursalonga constantvalueof the homoloIn tiffs sectionwe only briefly describethe model and refer goustemperature. Deflectionsof this boundary are upward

thereaderto Glatzma/er
[1988]andBercovici
et al. [1989a] if a hot temperatureanomalyimpingeson it (and downfor a detaileddescription.The modelconsists
of a spherical ward for a cold temperatureanomaly);thus the deflection
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essentially restores the boundary to its homologoustemper-

ature by movingit up (or down) the geotherm. If the deflectionto lower (or higher) pressures
is not great enough
to cause a significant change in the melting temperature,
then a boundary of constant homologoustemperature can
be approximated by an isotherm. Thus the base of the lithosphereis assumedto be isothermal, and we apply a constant
temperature boundary condition to the outer surface of the
mantle shell. This surfaceis also assumedto be an impermeable rigid boundary so that all velocity componentsvanish
at the boundary, as appropriate to flow beneath an immobile
lid. Application of a rigid, isothermal boundary condition
at the outer radius of the model shell ignores lithosphere
thickness variations. However, such thickness variations are
not expected to have a zeroth order effect on the basic pattern of convection. Solely for the purpose of evaluating the
effects of the rigid boundary condition, we also carry out

IN MARS AND VENUS

TABLE
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1. Input Parameters for Mars and Venus Models

Parameter

Value
Mars

rtol,, km

3200

r•ot, km

1762

•, kg/ms

3450

5, K

1500

Mco•e,kg

1.49 X 1023

&, K -1

2 X 10-•

ATs,•, K

800

k, W/K/m
cp, kJ/K/kg

4.14
12

Ar,,,.i,t*, km

56

Artop, Arbot*, km

2

N**

20
Ve D,as

rtor, km

6051.5

r•,ot, km

3110

Ptov,kg/ms
P•ot,kg/ms

3300
5450

an impermeable, shear-stress-free boundary.
The numerical approach is based on a pseudospectral,
Chebyshev collocation schemein which spherical harmonics

Thor, K

2000

are used to representlatitudinal and longitudinal variability
in the solutions and Chebyshev functions are used to repre-

M,:ore,kg

1.575X 1024

ATs,•, K

2000

calculations

with

the outer

surface

of the shell taken

to be

K •

3.5

K0, Pa

9.25 x 10•ø

sentradial variability [Glatzmaier,1984, 1988]. The numer- k, W/K/m
ical results are obtained using 96 longitudinal grid points,
48 latitudinal points for those cases with a large component of basal heating; 128 longitudinal and 64 latitudinal
points are used for caseswith a large component of internal
heating. The different resolutionsare used becauseinternal
heating leads to small-wavelength features and the largest

lateral thermal gradientsoccurnear the top boundary (because the temperature drop and thus the thermal anomalies

are greatestin the upper boundarylayer) wherehorizontal

6.54
12

cr , kJ/K/kg
Ar,n.id* ,km

116

Artop, Arbor*, km

5

N**

20

* Ar,,.i, ! is the radial grid spacing midway through the shell;
Artop and Ar•ot are the radial grid spacingsnear the top and
bottom

boundaries

of the shell.

** N is the truncation level of the Chebyshevseries(i.e., the
nmximum Chebyshevdegreeis N).

t 'Y= d(ln•)/d(lnlS) is the Grtineisen
parameter.

resolution is poorest. All caseshave 41 radial grid points.
Latitudinal, longitudinal and radial grid spacingsare given

inTables
1, 2, and4. It isevident
fromthese
tables
that [see
Bercovici
etal.,1989b,
c],theimportant
parameters
are
Chebyshev
collocation
points
arenaturally
weighted
towardtheRayleigh
nunxbers
RasandRa• based
ontheamounts
theboundaries,
andthusprovide
higher
radial
resolution
of ofbottom
heating
andinternal
heating
the top and bottom boundary layers. The accuracy of the

dependent
variables
inspectral
wave
number
space
(Fig=•/•(r)•(r)/kT•dS
•(r)7(r)
heating
(Sa)
solutions
can
be
estimated
from
the
power
spectra
of
theRas
I Bottom
=<
•(r)•(r)kI Internal
heating(Sb)
Raw
•(r)•(r)QdS

ure 1). A drop in spectralpowerof 3-4 ordersof magnitude

from the leading mode to the mode near truncation indicates that the solutions are reasonably well resolved. The
velocity field is better resolved than the entropy field. The
entropy field is only marginally resolved,especiallynear the
the dissipation number Di associated with effects of comouter boundary of the largely internally heated models. Adpressibility
ditional calculations at twice the horizontal resolution, not
shown here, indicate that while even more horizontal resolution is required for the fine structure of the entropy field,

Di=In(Tsot

the large-scale
thermalstrucuturesare properlyrepresented and the inner to outerradiusratio r•ot/rtop. In (5) and (6),
evenat the resolutionof thispaper. Time steppingis done •(r) is the thermalexpansivityof the basicstate, /XT,• is
usingan explicit Adams-Bashforthschemefor the nonlinear the superadiabatictemperature differenceacrossthe spher-

termsand an implicit Crank-Nicolson
schemefor the linear ical shell,d is the thicka•ess
of the shell,•(r) = gf•(r) and
terms. The exact time stepsare constrained
by the Courant 7(r) = k/(•(r)q,) are the momentumand thermal diffusivcondition.

Each

set of results

discussed later

involves

in-

ities of the basic state, T•o• and Ttop are the basic state

tegrationover about 104 time steps. Thus the simulations temperatures at rsot and rtop, respectively, the inner and
were integrated through on the order of ten convectiveover- outer radii of the shell. The anglebracketsin (5) indicate
volume averages, and the specific heat at constructpressure
c• is assumedto be a constant. The Rayleigh numbers in
solutionspresentedhere are listed in Tables 1-4. Although all of the solutions presented here are about 100 times the
the compressiblesolutionsare characterizedby nine nondi- critical valuesof Ra for the onsetof convection(Table 2).
mensional parameters and the Boussinesqsolutions by four Though these valuesof Ra are, perhaps, an order of magniturn times after the solutions became statistically steady.
The input and output parameter values for each of the
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TABLE 2. Input Parameters for Particular Models

90% HFBt
Rigid Top

20% HFBt

Shear-Stress-Free Top

Rigid Top

Shear- Stress-Free Top

5.3 x 10-12
4.4 x 1021

5.3 x 10-12
10.6 x 102•

6,292

M•$

W/kg
Pa s

(RaB+ Ra•)• •
t
HaB + Raw

Ran

1.5 x 10-13
4.3 x 1021

1.5 x 10-13
7.2 x 1021

1,675

957

15,062

4

3

5

4

164,180

100,700

1,516,100

629,170

0.085

0.756

0.756

0.085

Ad, Ad*, deg

3.75

3.75

2.81

2.81

L**

31

31

42

42

1.9

1.6

3.2

3.5

At***,

Ma

Ve n•z$

e, W/kg

2 x 10-13

2 x 10-is

5 x 10-12

5 x 10-12

•, Pa s

24.8 X 1022

45.2 X 1022

19.6 X 1022

51.8 X 1022

(RaB+ RaB)c•!

2,188

1,200

26,326

9,966

•cr **

4

3

5

4

RaB + Raw

228,100

125,070

2,778,900

1,051,800

0.713

0.713

0.090

0.090

11an

I'taB +flaw

Ad, A•b*, deg

3.75

3.75

2.81

2.81

L**

31

31

42

42

4.8

5.4

8.6

11.6

At***,

Ma

t HFB is the abbreviation for heated from below. 90% HFB refers to casesthat are predominantly (approximately 90%) heated
from below. 20% HFB refersto casesthat are mostlyheatedfrom within (i.e., approximately20% heatedfrom below).
• (RaB + Raw )c• is the minimumcriticaltotal RayleighnumberRa B + Raw (seeequation(5)) whichoccursat sphericalharmonic
degree

* A0 and Ad are the latitudinal and longitudinalgrid spacings,respectively.
** L is the truncation value for the spherical harmonic series,i.e, the maximum spherical harmonic degree and order are both
equal to L.

*** At is the averagetime step for the numericaltime integrationof equation(4).

tude smallerthan the rangeof Ra appropriateto the mantles
of Venusand Mars, they insure that our solutionsare reasonablyresolved. The inner to outer radius ratio of Mars is
taken to be 0.55, similar to that of the Earth's whole nmn-

boundaryconditionon convection.The modelfor Mars with
a small corehas a rigid upper boundaryand is mostlyheated
from below, correspondingto an intenseheat pulseor a heat
flow from a very hot core during or just subsequentto core

tie. Venus'mantleis probablyslightlythicker[Stevenson
et formation. All the simulations(exceptas notedlater) are
a/., 1983]and rbot/rtop= 0.514 is used. The model for Mars started with random perturbations to the entropy of the
with

a small

core has an inner

to outer

radius

ratio

of 0.2.

The dissipation number in the Venus model calculations is
0.5, similar to the value of Di for the Earth's mantle. Ventas
is a relatively large terrestrial planet; effects of mantle compressibility are important as measured by the order unity
value of Di. The dissipation number for the Martian mantle is very snmll, and we take Di:
0 in the Mars models.
The limit Di = 0 is the Boussinesq limit. Effects of mantle compressibility are not important in a relatively small
planet like Mars.

conductive state. Entropy perturbations with sphericalharmonic degree • _<9 are initialized randomly; perturbations
with • > 9 are initially zero.
Three. Dimensional Structure of Convection

Radial velocity contours at middepth in the shells are
shownin Figure 2 for both Mars and Venusmodels that are
predominantly heated from within. In both models, between
16% and 20% of the surfaceheat flow originatesin the core.

(Sincethe solutionsare time dependent,the proportionof
basal heating is not constant and variesa few percent arotmd

RESULTS

a mean value.) Radial velocitiesare shownfor both rigid

and shear stress-free upper boundary conditions. MeridA total of eight simulations are generated for Mars and ional crosssectionsof total entropy, shown in Figure 3 for
Venus models appropriate to the geologicpresent. For each the same casesas in Figure 2, provide a view of the vertical
planet, simulations are run for the spherical shell predomi- strucuture of the flows, at least within one meridional plane.
nantly heated from within and heated from below; for each In these mainly heated-from-within models of convectionin
of these two heating modes, calculationsare made for a rigid the mantles of Mars and Venus, upwellings are generally
and a shear-stress-freeupper boundary. As discussedearlier, h• the form of cylindrical-like plumes, while downwellings
the rigid outer boundary is the condition most relevant to are both sheet-like and cylindrical. There are instances in
Mars and Venus, while the free outer boundary results are which upwelling plumes are highly elongated in one direcincluded to facilitate assessmentof the effects of the rigid tion and other instancesin which upwelling plume centers

S½;ttUBERTET AL.: MANTLE DYMANICS IN MARS AND VENUS

Entropy Variance

14,109

Kinetic Energy

0

.5

•

15

I'1

Fig. I Characteristic
powerspectrafor the Chebyshev
(top) and sphericalharmonicexpansions
of dependent
variables.Sphericalharmonicpowerspectraare shownibr both the truncationlevels(L=31 and L=42) usedfor

90%(middle)and20%(bottom)heated-from-below
(HFB)cases.The Chebyshev
degree
(or wave-number)
is
n; the spherical
harmonic
degree
andorderaret•andrn, respectively.Entropy variance($)• and kinetic energy
(KE) [seeGlatzmaier,1988]areboth shownto demonstrate
the resolution
of the energyandmomentum
fields.
The power is normalized by the maximum power.
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TABLE 3. Output Parameters
9O% HFB •

2O% HFB •

Shear-Stress-

Rigid Top

Rigid Top

Fi-ee Top

Shear-StressFree Top

(q)tov*,W

1.06 X 1012

1.12 X 1012

2.48 x 1012

2.60 x 1012

cm/yr

1.70

1.52

0.98

0.85

(q)top*,W

7.5 X 1012

7.6 X 1012

2.03 X 10ls

2.1 x 1013

cm/yr

1.13

1.07

0.69

0.57

] HFB is the abbreviation for heated from below. See note to Table 2.

* (q)topis the total surfaceheat flow.
** v,,•a• is the maxim•

ve!ocity.

rbot, km

640

p, kg/m3

4130

T, K

15o0

rigid upper boundary. This implies that the effectsof compressibility may increase the nmnber of upwelling plumes.
Tiffs is possiblydue to partial stabilization of the lower portion of the shell by compressire stratification, leading to
an effectively narrower unstable portion of the layer and
thus smaller wavelength convective features. However, it is
also possible that the difference in the number of plumes

Mco•e,kg

7.14 X 1021

c•, K -1

2 x 10-•

reflects differences in the random initial

AT.,,•, K

2000

TABLE 4. Input and Output Parameters for the Mars

Small Core Model (90% HFB, Rigid Top)
Parameter

rtop, km

Value

3200

e, W/kg

1 x 10-13

k, W/K/m
/.•, Pa s
cv, kJ/K/kg

4.96
2.81 X 1022
12

(•
+ •w)•, (•t t = •)•
(RaB + Raw)•r (at l = 2)t

36•
3613

(RaB + Raw)
. Ra•

355,450
0.786

•rm. id*, km

!00

Ar•ov, ArroW*,km
A•, A•*, deg

4
3.75

N**
L**

20
31

At**,

Ma

(q)•op
•, W
vm,•z•, cm/yr
HFB is the abbreviation
Table 2.

The

ure 3 emphasizethe downwellingsheets(and plumes)that
originateasnegativelybuoyantinstabilitiesfromthe upper
thermal boundarylayer. The downwellingsheetsin the rigid
top caseshave less regular horizontal structure than in the
stress-freetop cases,i.e., with a rigid upper boundary the
downwelling sheets tend to be comprised of linked downwelling plumes. In contrast, the downwellingsheetsfor the
stress-freetop caseshave smoother lateral structure, almost
zero velocity gradient parallel to the sheets, and tend to be

longer(seealsoFigures7 and 8).
Figures 4 and 5 show results similar to the first two figures but for Mars and Venus models in which 91 to 95% of

4.2

4.88x 10•
0.87
for heated

conditions.

particular meridional crosssectionsof total entropyin Fig-

from

below.

See note

to

the surfaceheat flow comesfrom the core. The upwelling
flow in thesemainly bottom-heated modelsis dominatedby
a few large plumes. Again, there are fewer upwellingplumes
when the upper boundary is shear stressfree as compared

t (RaB
+ Raw)cr
isthecritical
totalRayleigh
number
whichwithw!•en
it isrigid.Therearenoobvious
effects
ofcom-

occursat the specified
valuesof l.

pressibilityon the number of plumes, as indicatedby the

* Refers to resolutions.

similar numbers of plumes in the Mars and Venus models.

** Defined in previous tables.

Tiffs may be due to the large temperature drop acrossthe

$ See note to Table 3.

lower thermal boundary layer which makes the stabilization due to compressibilitynegligible. The final state of the
are co•mectedby regions of weaker upwelling. Upwelling Venus case with a free top has a dominant t = 2 signaplumesare more numerouswhen the outer boundaryis rigid ture (henceonly two plumes) even though the least stable
as comparedwith shear stress-free. It is also well known modeat the onsetof convectionis at • = 3 (Table 2). The
that at the onset of convection, convection cell wavelengths downwellingsare all in an interconnectednetwork of sheets;
are smaller for rigid boundaries than for shear-stress-free there are no cylindricalplume-like downwellingswhen heatboundaries[Ghandrasekhar,
1961]. This is possiblybecause ing is mainly from below as there are when internal heating
viscousresistance and dissipation are greater in the upper dominates. However, as in the predominantly heated-fromboundary layer when the top is rigid, causing convection within cases, the downwellingshave more plulne-like concells to assun•ea smaller wavelengthin order .toreduce the centrations when the upper surface is rigid than when it is
net viscous resistance per cell volume. There are about 13 stressfree. The particular meridional crosssectionsof total
upwelling plumes in the Mars model with the rigid upper entropyemphasize
the upwellingplumes,in contrastto the
boundary and about 20 plumes in the Venusmodel with the internally heated caseswherein the meridional crosssections
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Venus

igid

Fig. 2. Radialvelocitycontours
at middepth
in theshellsof MarsandVenusmodelswith approximately
20%of
the outer surfaceheat flow originatingfrom below. Resultsare shownfor both rigid and shear-stress-free
outer
boundaryconditions.The contoursare plotted on a Hammer-Aitoffequal-areaprojection. Velocitiestypically

rangefromabout-3 x 10-lø to 1 x 10-lø m/s. Contourintervalsareconstant.

featurethe downwellings.
The upwellingplumesoriginateas
buoyantinstabilitiesfrom the hot lowerthermalboundary
layer. They transportmostof the coreheat flux acrossthe
sphericalshellto the upper surface;in thesepredominantly

ity. This may haverelevancefor the radial fractureson the
Tharsisrise on Mars, sincethere appearsto be a spokelike configuration
of narrowdownwelling
ctirrentscentered
on the upwellingplumesand there is necessarily
extensional

heated-from-belowmodels the plumes therefore transport strain betweenthesecurrents.
the bulk of the total heat flow. When the plumes interact

withtheupper
boundary,
theyflatten
andspread
laterallyTimeDependence

away from the upwellingcenter. In these mainly heated-

from-below
cases,
therelatively
smallnumber
of plumes
in The temporalevolutions
of the MarsandVenusmodels
theMarsandVenus
models
withrigidupperboundaries
may areshown
in Figures
7 and8 forthemaJ_nly
internally
heated
haveimplications
fortheconcentration
ofvolcanic
activitycases
andin Figures
9 and10forthemainlybottom-heated
in relativelyfewcenters
onMarsandVenus.
cases. The principalfeatureof the bottom-heated
cases
Figure6 shows
radialvelocity
contours
at different
depths is the largereduction
in the numberof plumeswith time
for the predominantly
basallyheatedmodels.For all four throughthe process
of plumemerging.This is particularly
casestheupwelling
plumesundergo
little structuralchangeevidentin the modelswith a freeupperboundaryin which

withdepth.Whenthetopboundary
isshear
stress
free,the thenumber
ofplumes
reduces
fromasmanyas•eight
in the
downwelling
sheetsalsoappearessentiallythe sa•neat dif- Venuscaseto just twoduringthe courseof the evolution.An

ferentradii(asidefromapparent
thickening,
wlfichis more especially
interesting
example
of plunge
merging
is seenin
due to the fact that the Surfacearea of the map projection the mainly bottom-heatedVenusmodel with a rigid upper

decreases
with depth). In contrast,whenthe top bound- boundary(Figure10), whereinadjacent
plumesseparated
aryis rigid,thedownwelling
sheets
experience
considerable
by a downwelling
sheetat 96 Oa,havebrokenthe sheetat
changewith depth,goingfrom narrowand concentrated132Oa,andhavemerged
by 154Ga. Althoughtherigidand
nearthe top of the shellto broadand dispersed
nearthe thefreetopcases
havedifferentfinalstates,theirmannerof
bottom(evenwhenaccounting
fortheareaofthemappro- pimnefusion
isthesame.Tl-As
probably
occurs
because
the

jection).
Furthermore,
when
theupwelling
plumes
impingeplumes'
temporal
behavior
iscontrolled
byfusion
at their

on the upperboundary,they do not flatten and spreadout basesin the lowerboundarylayer;sincethe characteristics
into the boundarylayer as evenlywhen the top boundary of the lowerboundary(shear-stress-free)are
the samefor all

is rigid as whenit is free. This is perhapswhat leadsto cases,the time-dependent
behaviorof the plumesis similar
the lessregular structure of the downwellingsheetsin the for all cases.

rigidtopcases,
since
thesheets
initiate
withanalmost
den- Thetimehistories
ofthemainly
internally
heated
moddriticstructure.The rigidboundaryappearsresponsible
for elsare moredifficultto describebecauseof the morecornestablishinga nonasxisymmetric
boundarylayer structure plex characterof the solutions;comparedto the mainly
arom•dthe plumes,perhapsby somedownwelling
instabil- bottom-heatedcases,the mainly internally heated cases
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Fig. 3. Meridional cross sections of total entropy for the models of Figure 2.
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Fig. 4. Similarto Figure2 but for Mars and Venusmodelsin whichapproximately
90% of the outersurf•ceheat
flowderivesfrom the core.Velocitiestypicallyrangefrom -2 x 10-xø to 5 x 10-zø m/s.
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Fig. 5. Meridlonal crosssectionsof total entropy for the modelsof Figure 4.

have smaller and weaker plumes and a more complex net-

work of downwellingswith both sheetsand plumes. Plume
mergingalsooccursin the mainly heated-from-within
models, but a more striking feature of the time developmentis
the evolutionof the descendingsheetsand plumes. Descending sheetslengthenand changetheir shapeby attachingdescendingplumes;the sheetsalsoshortenand changeshape
by breaking off cylindrical concentrationsof downwelling.
The changingmorphologyof the descendingsheets,rather
thmathe changesin the numberof plumes,is the major char-

Aspectsof the temporal evolutionsof the Mars axtdVenus
models may have relevance to the thermal, tectonic, and
dynanfic histories of the planets. The relatively slow drift

and/or immobility of strong upwellingplumesmay imply
that large mantle plumes leading possiblyto features like
Thaxsisaxe very long-lived and may move so slowly that
the planer's rotation will acljnst to their perturbation of
the planer's moment of inertia much faster than the plumes
themselvescan move. Since plumes cause dynamic uplift,
their net geoid anomaly and thus their contribution to the
acteristic of the time development of spherical shells that planetary moment of inertia is positive. Therefore one can
are mainly heated froan within. Because the downwelling always expect to find the largest dynaxnicuplift along the
sheetsemanate froan different boundaries for the rigid and

free top cases,the temporal evolutionof the sheetsis different for these cases. In the free top case, the sheetstend to
come together into more extensiveand long-livedfeatures,
while in the rigid top case,the sheetsare relatively short in
horizontal extent axtd have a greater frequency of breakup.
This probably relates to the laterally nonuniform horizontal
structure of the upper boundary layer discussedabove. The
final time steps shown in the above figures are believed to
represent results that are quasi-steadyin the seamethat no
further significantqualitative changesin the convectivepatterns would probably occur if the integrations were carried
further

in time.

equator. The temporal behavior of the downwelling sheets
may have somebearing on how the tectonicsof Mars and
Venus comparewith the tectonicsof the Earth. The modelling results for the mainly internally heated casessuggest
that a free upper boundary is conducive to extensive and
temporally durable linear systemsof subduction, while the
rigid upper boundary is not. Thus for the Earth, the free
motion of the plates facilitates convective currents that can

best keep the plates moving. However,for a planet with an
immobile lithosphere,long durable subductionzones that
could break up the lithosphere would be unlikely to form.
Other physicalprocesses
not includedin our model wouldbe
requiredto to break up an immobile planet-widelithosphere
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Mars (90% H.F.B.)

rigid

shear stress
free

r/rtop
0.89

0.78

0.66

Fig. 6a. Radial velocity contoursat different depths for the Mars modelsthat are predorninmatly(approximately
90%) heated from below with both rigid •md shear-stress-free
uppper boundaries.SeeFigure 4 for typical velocity
r•nges.

if indeed that is possible. Multiple, mobile plates may have
to exist from the begimfing if they are to occur at all.
The time dependence of the solutions presented above is
also evident in the plots of the volume averagedkinetic energy in the shell as a function of time and the corresponding power spectra in frequency space shown in Figures 1114. Most of the casesshow a significant periodicity. This
is most clear in the cases whose kinetic energy time series
are not modulated by a long-period oscillation. While the

just prior to the end of the time series. Three of the four
caseswith mainly internal heating are significantly periodic

even though sucha heating mode is characterizedby a complex pattern evolution. In all the casesthe variability in the
volume averagedkinetic energy is at the 10% level.
Temperature Profiles

Radial profilesof sphericallyaveragedtemperaturefor the
Mars modelsshowa decreasein dominantfrequencyin going Mars and Venusmodelsare shownin Figure 15. The largest
from a rigid to a free top boundary for both heating modes, temperature variations occur in thermal boundary layers at
the Venus cases show just the opposite behavior. Gener- the inner and outer surfacesof the spherical shells. When
ally, the dominant frequenciesof the periodicities are within only 20% of the surfaceheat flow originatesfrom below,
factors of 2 or 3 of the characteristic overturn frequency the temperature change acrossthe lower thermal boundary
v,,•,•d/wt•(r•,ot
) (wherev,,• can be foundin Table 3). The layer is smaller than the temperature changeacrossthe upVenus free top case with mostly bottom heating has only per thermal boundary layer, while the reverse is true when
two plumes during its periodic episode, which may account 90% of the surfaceheat flow originatesfrom below. These
for the fairly pure periodic signature. However, the periodic temperature changesare consistentwith overall energybaloscillation also appears to be overstableuntil it is disrupted ancesfor the model sphericalshells,taking into accountdif-
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Fig. 6b. Radial velocitycontoursat different depthsfor the Venusmodelsthat are predominantly (approximately
90%) heated from below with both rigid and shear-stress-free
upper boundaries.SeeFigure 4 for typicM velocity
ranges.

ferences in surface areas of the upper and lower boundaries,

reduces the mean velocity of the upper thermal boundary

heat fluxesat the surfaces,internalrates of heat production layer (colnparedwith the free upper boundary) and thus
mxdboundary layer thicknesses.

retards cooling of the shell since heat flow out of the shell

hxthe Mars modelsof Figure15, the interior(externalto is proportionalto v/•, wherevbzis the boundarylayervethebomxdary
layers)temperatures
aresignificantly
subadia- 1ocity[Turcotteand Schubert,1982). To compensate
for
batic, i.e., the interior temperaturesdecreasewith depth. In
the Venusmodelsof Figure 15, interior temperaturesare also
subadiabatic. Nevertheless,interior temperaturesin tlxreeof
four of the Venus casesincreasewith depth becausethe relatively large adiabatic temperature gradient in the Venus
models dominates over the subadiabaticity. The Venus case
with 20% heating from below and a free upper boundary
is so strongly subadiabatic in its interior that the interior
temperature is nearly isothermal. The adiabatic temperature gradient in the Mars models is zero; thus the subadi-

the less efficient cooling of the shell, the temperature drop
across the boundary layer is larger than for the free top
case,wlfich leads to greater temperaturesin the interior of
the shell when the upper bomxdaryis rigid. This result may
have implications for the interior temperatures of Earth and
Venus. If these planets are similar in all respects other than
the occurrenceof plate tectonics on Earth, then mantle con-

vection in the Earth takes place with a free upper bomxdary
wlfile maxxtie convection in Venus takes place with a rigid
upper boundary. Not only does Venus have a higher surface
abaticity of the interior is more directly observable in the temperature than the Earth, but according to the above retemperature profiles.
suits it would also have a hotter interior temperature.
It can be seenin Figure 15 that the effect of the rigid upper
Figure 15 also showsthat the interiors of the models with
boundary is to increase the interior temperature compared predominantly internal heating are significantly hotter than
with the free upper boundary. The rigid upper boundary the interiors of the mainly bottom-heated models. This is

Mars (20 % H.F.B.)

rigid
Time-

shear
stress
free
Time=

7 Ga

7 Ga

10Oa

10Oa

14

, .•

Oa

Fig. 7. Radialvelocitycontoursat middepthfor differenttimesfor the Marsmodelsthat arepredominantlyheated
from within (i.e., •pproxim•tely20% heatedfrombelow)for both rigid and shear-stress-free
outerboundaries.
See Figure 2 for typical velocityranges.
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Fig. 8. Similar to Figure 7 but for Venusmodelsthat are mainly heatedfrom within.
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Fig. 9. Similar to Figure 7 but for Mars modelswhichare mostlyheatedfrom below. SeeFigure 4 for typical
velocity ranges.
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Fig. 10. Similar to Figure 8 but for Venusmodelsthat are predominantlyheatedfrom below. SeeFigure 4 for
typical velocity ranges.
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Fig. 11. Volume-averaged
kineticenergy
versus
timeandthecorresponding
Fourier
powerspectrum
of volume

averaged
kinetic
energy
in frequency
space
forthecases
ofFigure
7. Timeisnondimensionalized
byd•/•½and

•requency
isnondimensionalized
byn/d•. Kineticenergy
isnormalized
byitsmaximum
value.Thepowerspectral
densityis a maximumat a frequency
of 302.2for the rigidcaseand184for the shear-stress-free
case.

thatcontribute
to4•rra•(Os'/Ot);these
terms
are
a consequence
of the larger total surfaceheat flow in the equation
predominantlyheated-from-withinmodelswhich have the internal heating, viscousheating, diffusiveheating and adstonebotmdarytemperaturesas the bottom-heatedmodels. vectiveheating(whereadvectiveheatingis the negativeof
the advectionterm on the right sideof (4)). There is no viscousheatingin any of the Mars modelssincethe dissipation
Heat Flow and Energy Budgets

number is zero in these models. Conduction

is the main heat

transfer mechanismin the boundary layers, while advection

The heat flow and energy budgets of the models are predominatesin the interiors. In the Mars models,conducillustrated by the radial profiles of spherically averaged tive heat transfer in the interior is actually downward bequantitiesin Figures 16-19. The figurescontain radial causeof the subadiabaticity of the interiors of thesemodels.
profilesof surface-integratedconductive,advectiveand to- Conductive heat transfer in the interiors of the Venus modtal heat flow. Surface-integratedconductive heat flow els is small but always directed upward, as a consequence
of the contribution of upward conductionalong the adiabat
is-4•rra
k(O/Or){•
+ T') andsurface-integrated
advective

heatflowis4•rr•v,s

theeffectofsubadiabaticity
in theinteriors
of
(wheretheoverline
indicates
spher- whichoffsets

ically averaged). Also includedin the figuresare radial the Venus models. Compressibilityhas an important effect
profi!e•of individualheatingtermsin the energy(entropy) on the total heat flow in the mainly heated-from-below mod-
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Venus (20% H.F.B.)
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Fourier
power

sp{/ctrum

Fig. 12. Similar to Figure 11 for the casesof Figure 8. For the Venus models •½= e;(rbot). The frequenciesof
maximum spectralpower are 60.4 (rigid) and 101.6 (shearstressfree).

els. As can be seen in the Venus cases, total heat flow both
increases and decreaseswith radius; this occurs because al-

mainly heated-from-below cases. In the heated-from-within

cases,advectivecoolingis the main mechanismto balance

thoughtotal viscousmxdadiabaticheatingscancel{in steady internal heat production in the interior. Viscousheating in
state), they are not uniformlydistribntedand thusrepresent the Venus models occursmainly in the boundary layers; visheat sourcesand sinksthat vary in magnitude with position. cous heating in the upper boundary layer is exthancedby
For example, viscousheating is most concentratedin the upper and lower boundary layers, as shown in the profiles of
the heating terms for the Venus models.
The major contributions to the energy equation in the

the rigid npper boundary. The rigid upper boundary also
significantlymodifies the magnitude and distribution of the

diffusivecoolingterms and the advectiveheating terms in
the upper botmdary layer; the Venus models provide partic-

modelsarisefrom diffusiveand advectiveheating (seealso ularly striking examplesof this. The rigid boundary appears
Glatzmaier[1988]). Thesetermspredominatein the botmd- to retard heating and cooling of the boundary layer by slowary layers and nearly cancel each other in the Mars mod- ing the depositionof heat into it by advection.
The differencesin net surfaceheat flow between the preels; in the Venusmodels the viscousheating causesthe advective and diffusive heating of the boundary layers to be dominantly internally heated casesand the mostly bottom
less than the correspondingcooling since all three terms heated cases is obviously due to the internal heat source
nearly cancel each other. The heating terms in the inte- (Table 3). Yet, even with this added energysource,the
riors of the models are relatively small, especiallyin the maximran velocity for the mainly heated-from-within cases
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Fig. 13. Similar to Figure 11 for the casesof Figtwe 9. The frequenciesof maximum spectral power are 340.2

(rigid) and •25.5 (shearstressfree).

is less than for the predominantly heated-from-below cases. number approximately 100 times the critical Ra. Figure 20
This probably occursbecauseupwellingvelocities.arethe shows •niddepth radial velocity contours and isotherms in
largest velocitiesin strongly bottom heated convection,and meridional crosssection for this model. Similar figures for
plumes tend to have smaller cross-sectionalareas than the the primarily bottom-heated Mars model with a rigid top
downwellingsheetsand thus move faster to maintain essen- and rbot/rtop - 0.55 are also shownto facilitate comparitially the same mass flux as the sheets.
son with a model that has the presentcore size. The small
core model has settled into a predominantly • - 2 convective pattern, even though the •1 and • -- 2 modes are
Mars Small Core Model

equallyunstableat the onsetof convection(Table 4). The
Core size is another important factor in determining the
number of convective plumes. With smaller cores there is

a tendencytoward larger wavelengthconvectioncells[Zebib et al., 1983]and thusfewerupwellingplumes. This is
confirmed by the results of a simulation of convection in a
model of Mars'

mantle

with a core radius 0.2 times the ra-

dius of Mars, a rigid top boundary, and between 85% and

90% of the surfaceheat flttx originatingin the core (Table 4). The variation in surfaceheat flow is due to time
dependence.This model also has Di = 0 and a Rayleigh

œ= 2 solution is relatively robust, having been arrived at
twice with two different initial conditions, one with random
perturbations to modes with œ _< 4 and one with random
perturbations to modes with • _<9. Although the solution
has a dominant œ- 2 signature,it is not axis•etric;
i.e.,
the two plmnes are not antipodal to each other. The heat
flux through the surfaceof this model is one to two orders
of magnitude lessthan that of the other modelswith a bigger core (Table 4). This is due to the significantlysmaller
net heat flux emanating from the core which has a surface
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Fig. 16. Radial profiles of surface-integrated conductive, advective, and total heat flow and of the diffusive
heating, internal heating, and advective heating contributions to the energy equation for Mars models in which
approximately20% of the surfaceheat flow originatesin the core. There is no viscousheating in the Mars models.

area almost an order of magnitudelessthan the other Mars (where6r is the amplitudeof the topography
and/Xptop
is
]nodels. The maximum velocity is midway between the max- the densitycontrastacrossthe upperboundary)because
the
imum velocitiesof the predominantly basally and internally viscousradial stressis zero at a rigid boundary. We assume
heated

cases of the other models.

Boundary Deflection and Topography

that /Xptopis equal to •(rto•,). Calculationof topography
with the assumptionthat a hydrostatichead balancesdynmnic pressureoverestimatesthe topography,particularly
on length scales smaller than the shell's outer radius since

The dynamictopographygeneratedby convectivestresses the rigid lithospherewould resist deformationby the conon the upper boundary is readily calculated for the Venus vectivestresses.This calculationof hydrostatictopography

and Mars models,sincewith a rigid top boundary,the hy- providesan upperlimit to the possibletopography.
drostaticheadcausedby topography
is directlyproportional Figure21 showstopographyat the upperboundaryfor
to dynamicpressure.From the continuityof radial stress the Mars modelthat is mainly heatedfrom belowand for
acrossthe upper boundary we can write

6r =

P
Aptq,•(r,o•,)

the small core Mars model. The Venusmodelsproduceexcessivelylarge topographies,of the order of 20 km, due to

(7)nitude
the
model
which
probably
orders
ofmagtooviscosities
large (Table
2). are
According
to2boundary
layer
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Fig. 17. Similarto Figure 16 but for Venusmodelsin whichapproximately20% of the surfaceheat flow comes
from below. The contribution of viscousheating to the energy equation is nonzero for these Venusmodels.

theory[e.g., Turcotteand Schubert,1982]mxdnumerical since the extensive buoyant columnsof the two plumes prostudies[BercovJci
et al., 1988],the nondimensional
topogra- vide considerableuplift.
phy 5r/(c•ATd) (wherec•is a typicalthermalexpansivity
and AT is a characteristic temperature scale) is propor-

DISCUSSION

tionalto Ral-x, wheref is a numberlessthan 1 (f=2/3
in purely basally heated convectionand 1/2 in purely internally heatedconvection).We can thereforeexpectmore
reasonabletopographiesfrom Venusmodelswith more real-

Mars

The results presented above for convectionin models of

the mantles of Mars and Venus show that the cylindrical
Because Mars has a much thinner mantle than Venus, the phune is the prominent form of upwelling as long as sufMars models use a more realistic mantle viscosity.Thus the ficient heat enters the mantle from the core. If the pro-

istic viscositiesand Rayleigh nmnbers.

topographycalculatedfor the Mars modelsis morerelevant portion of heating from the core is much smaller than the
to actual Mars topography. The modelsof present Mars proportion of internal heating, penetrative convectioncan
with a large core yield peak-to-troughtopographicmnpli- occur wherein upwelling plumes are eliminated altogether
tudes of no more than 4 km. However, the small core Mars [Macheteland Yuen, 1989]. We can thereforeexpectmamodel yields a peak-to-troughamplitude closeto 10 km, jor volcanic provinces on Mars, like Tharsis and Elysium,
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Fig. 18. Similar to Figure 16 but for Mars modelsthat are mainly (approximately90%) heatedfrom below.
Internal heating is very closeto zero.

to reflect the cylindrical nature of upwellingmantle plumes, rheology of the Earth's lithosphere is essentialfor the occursimilar to hotspots on Earth. There are no sheet-like up- rence of plate tectonics, the durability of convective downwellingfeaturesin the Martian mantleto producea pattern welling assistsin maintaining the plate motions.) In consimilar to the linear global systemof mid-oceanridgeson trast, a rigid boundary promotes the evanescenceof linear
the Earth. Even the mid-oceanridgeson Earth are not con- systems of slabs, thereby inhibiting even the initiation of
nected to deep sheet-like upwellingsin the Earth's mantle slab-driven tectonics. Since Mars is a one-plate planet with

[Bercovici
et ed.,1989b].The deepupwellings
in modelsof a thicklithosphere
[Solomon,
1978;Schubert
et ed.,1979],its
downwellingswill be short-lived and ineffective in disrupting the lithosphere. Thus the major tectonic featureswill be
hotspotsand volcanicdomesarising from mantle upwellings
in the form of cylindrical plumes. A rigid upper boundary
produces nonaxisymmetric variations in the upper thermal
heating is predominant,plate tectonicsis enhancedby a boundary layer surroundinghotspots, i.e., downwellingserastress-freetop boundary since downwellingsheetsare long minting radially from plume axes. These downwellingsexert
mxdtemporally durable. Therefore the free motion of the extensional stresseson the lithosphere that might explain

convection in the Earth's mantle are also cylindrical plumes.

The Earth's mid-oceanridgesare shallow,passiveupwellings
occurringin responseto the tearing of lithosphericplates
by the pull of descendingslabs [Lachenbruch,1976; Silver et ed., 1988; Bercovici et ed., 1989b]. When internal

plates on the Earth's surfacefacilitates the convectivecirculation that drives the plates. (Although non-Newtonian

the radial

fractures

on the Tharsis

rise.

The results of the spherical convection models have im-
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Fig. 19. Similarto Figure17 but for Venusmodelsthat are mainly (approximately
90%) heatedfrom below.

plications for proposedexplanations of the Martian crustal
dichotomy and the concentrations of volcanism at Thatsis and Elysium. If the crustal dichotomy was caused by
a convective system dominated by spherical harmonic de-

present, favoring a thermally forced convection with perhaps just one dominant upwelling. Since the Martian core
formed contemporaneously with accretion or within a few

htmdred nrillion years of the end of accretion [Chen and
gree i• = 1 [Schubertand Lingenfelter,1973; Lingenfelter Wasserburg,1986; Schubertet aJ., 1990], conditionsfavorand Schubert,1973; Wise et aJ., 1979]with upwellingunder ing g - I convection,i.e., a small core and a deep heat
the northern henrisphere,then the convectionwas possibly source, occur very early in the evolution of Mars. If a condriven stronglyfrom below (while our modelsproduced6- vective mechanismis responsbilefor the crustal dichotomy,
12 plumes, the number of plumes decreaseswith increasing then the dichotomyis likely a very ancient feature. Howpercentage
of bottom heating). Suchstrongheatingconcen- ever, the model in this study for a Mars with a small core
trated deep within Mars might arise from the heating pulse consistentlyproducesa convectivepattern with a dominant
accompanyingcore formation or from the flow of heat from • -- 2 signature;a yet smallercoremay be necessaryto yield
a hot core. Indeed, the overturning accompanyingcore for- the g = I pattern. Although the g = 2 planform doesnot
mation couldin itself be an œ- 1 mode[Stevenson,
1980], correlate with the crustal dichotomy, it does agree with the
geoidsignatureof Tharsis, which has a strong• = 2, rn = 2
obviating the need for a thermally driven motion.
During the early stagesof core formation, the effective component[Kau/a, 1979; Christensenand BaJmino,1979;
core radius

would

have

been

smaller

than

the

radius

at

BaJrninoet aJ., 1982], where m is the azimuthal order of
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Mars (90% H.F.B)

rbot/rtop
- O.55

rbot/rtop
= O.2

Fig. 20. Comparison of middepth velocity contours and meridional temperature contours for two Mars models

with inner-to-outerradiusratiosof 0.55 and 0.2. The smallcoremodelmay be relevantto the early stagesof
Martian evolutionwhile the core was still forming. The outer surfaceis rigid in thesemodels,and the shell is
mostly (approximately90%) heated from below.

thespherical
harmonic
mode.
Furthermore,
thetopographyIt isnotobvious
fromthemodels
fora present
Marswhy
generated
byconvective
stresses
in thesmallcorecase
isin there
should
beoldytwomajorvolcanic
centers
[Tharsis
and

closeagreement
withthatof theTharsis
rise(although
the Elysium)
onMars.Themodels
predictseveral
to about10

modeltopography
is onlyanupperlimit). ThustheTharsis majormantleplumes.Perhapsthemodelsarenot realistic

risecouldhaveachieved
itsfullheightbydynamic
upliftin enough
to predicttheactualnumber
ofmajorhotspots
on
theearlyevolution
ofMars.
Mars.Ontheotherhand,theremaybemanyplumes
in the
Themodel's
dynamic
upliftwitha present
coreaccomats
Martima
mantle,
buttheproperties
ofthelithosphere
may
for4 ofthe10kmoftopography
intheTharsis
region.
The4 select
onlyoneortwoofthemforprominent
surface
expres-

km of dynamicupliftrepresents
uncompensated
topographysion. Plumeactivitycouldbe focussed
beneathTharsisif

comparable
toestimates
[Willemann
andTurcotte,
1981]
of fracturing
orthinning
ofthelithosphere
inthisregion
hasfatherenotrot
ofuncompensated
topography
associated
with cilitated
magma
andheattrinasport
across
thelithosphere.
theTharsisrise.It maytherefore
beunnecessary
to invoke Theinteraction
betweentkree-dimensional
mantleconvec-

elastic
support
of theuncompensated
Tharsis
topography.
tionandlithospheric
erosion
andthinning
isanimportant

The additional, compensatedTharsis topographyis prob- topicfor future research.
ably largely the result of other processes,such as volcanic
construction,magmatic thickeningof the crust, or deple- Venus
tion of the traderlyingmantle [e.g.,Sleepand Phillips,1979,
1985; Solomonand Head, 1982]. It is likely that the Tharsis
A numberof featureson the surfaceof Venusmay be
riseand its volcanicconstructs
are a consequence
of a strong associated
with cylindricalupwelling
plttmesin the planet's
mantleplume (or groupingof plumes)beneaththe region. mantle. The equatorialhighlmads
are quasi-circular
features
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Mars (90% H.F.B)

0.2

Fig. 21. Surfacetopography(in kin) for the casesof Figure 20. The extremaare labelled to showthe maximum
and minimum

relief.

with prominent geoid anomaliesthat have been interpreted
as surfaceswellsover hot upwellingmantle plumes [K/efer
and Hager, 1988]. Coronaeare ovoidal features, 150-600
km in diameter, with encirclingridgesand grooves,uplifted

by severalhundredmeters (up to a kilometer) above surrounding terrain, mad characterizedby interior lava flows
and domesindicativeof volcanicactivity [Barsuko¾eta/.,
1986]. It hasbeensuggested
that the Venuscoronaeare also
the surfaceexpressions
of upwellingmantle plumes[Stofan

of coronaeand plume-associatedhighlandsmap the anomaIonsly hot regionson Venus'score-mantlebotmdary. The
clusteringof coronaeat particular locationson Venuscould
indicate that broad, anomalouslyhot regions of the coremantle boundarygive rise to multiple plumes,as may also
be occurringat Earth's core-mantleboundary,for example,
beneaththe Pacific [Dziewonskiand Woodhouse,1987; Si1ver eta/., 1988]. Alternatively, the clusteringof plumesand
their surfaceexpressions
as coronaecouldbe a consequence

eta/., 1987, 1988; Schubert eta/., 1989a; Stofan and Head,

of thinned or fractured lithosphere focussingplume activity

1989].

to particularsites,as may alsobe the casebeneathTharsis.

The large number of coronaeand their widespreaddistriThe diameters of coronaeare smaller than the plume dibution [Barsuko¾eta/., 1986; Schuberteta/., 1989a] argue meters in our constm,t viscosityVenusmodels. The incorfor the existenceof at least severaltens of plumes in Venus's potation of more realistic temperature-dependent viscosity
mantle, evidencethat Venus'smantle like Earth's mantle, into the models would result in much narrower plunges[01-

is mainly heated froanwithin. Sincemantle plumesarise son eta/., 1988; Schuberteta/., 1989b, 1990]. The heights
from a thermal boundary layer at the lower boundary of the
ram,tie, the existenceof plumesin the mantle of Venusis indirect evidence that the planet has a core. The distribution

of coronae are also much smaller than the model predictions of dynamic topography above plunms. This can also
be attributed to lack of a sufficiently realistic viscosity in
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the models and to a model Rayleigh nmnber that is smaller

Glatzmaier, G. A., Numerical simulationsof mantle convec-

thanthe actualRayleighnumberin Venus's
mantle.

tion:time-dependent,
three-dimensional,
compressible,
spheri-

spreading
fromlinearfeatures
in Aphrodite,
similarto

plate-boundary
characteristics
andcrustal
spreading
onVenus,

It ispossible
thatthereis a limited
arnotrot
ofcrustalHead,
calshell,
Geophys.
Astrophys.
Fluid
Dyn.,
43,223-264,
1988.
J. W., III, and L. S. Crumpier, Evidence for divergent

seafloorspreadingfrom mid-oceanridgeson Earth [Head
Science,
238,1380-1385,
1987.
and Crumpier, 1987; Crumpier and Head, 1988, 1989]. If Kaula, W. M., The momentof inertiaof Mars, Geophys.Res.

Aphrodite
hasbeenformed
byseveral
closely
spaced
mantle Left.,6,194-196,
1979.

Kaula, W. M., and Ft. J. Phillips, Quantitative tests for plate

phmxes, then the apparent ridgelike features in Aphrodite
tectonics on Venus, Geophys. Res. Left., 8, 1187-1190, 1981.
could result from shallow linear upwellings that connect the Kiefer, W. S., and B. H. Hater, Mantle plumes on Venus: A
model for the equatorial highlands and a possible connection
plumes. Alternatively, the theology of Venus's lithosphere
with the ovoids, Lunar Planet. Sci., XIX, 601-602, 1988.
in the Aphrodite region may have terrestrial plate-like charLachenbruch, A. H., Dynamics of a passive spreading center, J.
acteristics that cause it to tear or pull apart along linear
Geophys. Res., 81, 1883-1902, 1976.

features
thatbecome
shallow,
passive,
secondary
centers
of Lingenfelter,
R. E.,andG. Schubert,
Evidence
forconvection
in
upwelling. The models of sphericalconvectionin Venus's
mantle presented in this paper have no deep-seated, active,
linear upwellingsthat could be associatedwith linear spreading centers in Aphrodite.
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